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VACANCY MODELS'FOR CONCENTRATED BINARY ALLOYS 

Ching-Yao Cheng 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, 
and Department of Mineral Technology,. College of Engineering, 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

March, 1967 

PREFACE 

Theoretical studies have been made on the effect of ordering or 

clustering on the equilibrium concentration of vacancies in binary 

alloys. Four models for estimating this effect are developed in terms 

of statistical thermodynamics. Part A presents the effect of short-

r~~ge ordering or clustering on the equilibrium vacancy concentrations. 

Part B discusses the effect of long-range ordering on the equilibri1.L.'l'L 

nmnber of vacancies in binary alloys with L20 (b.c.c.) or L12 (f.c.c.) 

lattice. 
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PART A 

SHORT-RANGE ORDERED A.lIJD CLUSTERED ALLOYS 

ABSTRACT " 

Four models (Smeared-Displacement, Simple-Displacement, IvlodifIed 

Vacancy-Energy and Vacancy-Energy Models] fOT esti1nating the effect of 

short-range ordering (or clustering Ion the equi::LibTiu,'1l concentration 

of vacancies in binary alloys are developed in terms ofstati.stical 

. thermodynamics. The Smeared-Displacement. Simple-Displacement and Nodi~ied 

Vacancy-Energy' Nodels' assume that the ene,rgy to p,roduce a ,yacancy can be 

estimated from the change in bond energy when an atom is displaced from 

, 
the bulk of.the crystal to the surface. Each model differs, however '. 

relative to the details of the envirorunent about vacancies that are ta...~en 

_/ 
into consideration. All such models suggest that the vacancy concentration 

decreases as a result of ordering. The Vacancy-Energy Model is physically 

more realistic &'1d more detailed but s.omewhat less tractable than the 

other models. It assumes. that the. free energy' to produce a 'yacancy 

depends primarily on the immediate enviroTh'1lent of the vacancy. 

o 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Vaca11cies Cvacant lattice si.tes) are crystalline irregularities 0:' 

atomic dimensi.ons. These simple imperfections are. expected to play the. 

same il~lportant role during diffusion, creep> sintering and other ki.ne:tic 

phenomena in concentrated alloys that undertake orderfng or clustering 

as they do in pure metals and dilute alloys. Before such processes can 

be described. in detail for ordered alloys, however, it is necessary to 

gain some understanding of the equilibrium number and distribution of 

vacancies as a function of the ordered state. In fact, until a satisfactory 

theory for equil~.brium distribution of vacancies in such alloys is formulated, 

it may not be readily pos~sible to design appropriate experiments for 

determination of the factors that might affect the equilibri'tz;l concentration 

of vacancies. Stimulated by this. need, several models have recently 

1-3 beer. described for vacancy concentration in long-range ordered alloys. 

As far as the present author is aware, however, ,there has been no announcement 

of.vacancy models for short-range ordered or clustered alloys. 

An accurate procedure for accounting for the number Of statistical 

states' in three dimensional alloys. has yet to be developed. The sa:Tle 

diffi,culties intrude, with perhaps even greater impo.rt, in any sophisticated 

a tte~.1pt to describe the. statisti:cal thermodynamics' of ,vaca....YJ.ci.es in real 

binary alloys. Until such. di.ffi.culti.es in accounting are. surmounted, 

it vi.ll be necessary to employ les.s rigorous techniques which hopefully 

will not do too much violence to the physical facts. In this more modest 

vein we shall consider, here, four models which emphasize various factors 

that are indigenous to an u"YJ.dersta....YJ.ding of equilibriu.."ll concent.ration 
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of vacancies in concentrated alloys. The usual b1.:.t so:newhat naive 

nearest-neighbor atom bond-energy assu~ption will be adopted for all 

models. In the Smeared-Displacement, Simple-Displacement and Modified 

Vacancy-Energy Models the energy to produce vacar:.cies "rill be deterr:~:!.nec. 

in terms of the energies' of the broken bonds. A more. detailed and physiCally 

more acceptable designation will be made for the· energies to produce 

vacancies in the 'Vacancy-Energy' Model..:These models will be co:npared witt .. 

one another and their dcfici-encies a\ld Yirt.ll.es wiU. be disc"4ssed '. 
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TER.i'l1INOLOGY Al'l'D PRELDUNARY COi':SIDERATION 

. The alloys will contain A and B atoms plus various distinguishable 

types of vacancies:, y~ where 

n,. - im:nber of species where k = A or B (atoms) 01' V (vacancies) 
"\. 

r.s = total nu:nber of lattice sites 

z = coordinatton n~~ber 

N = t '. ft' .f.' ,. th t' . • , a om~c rac ~on o~.r: a om~.c spec~es 
l\. 

, '0 = ""robability that the k th. species is coordinated about. the • kj J;:' -

... , 
j"n species where k = A, B, V and j = A. B, V 

ZAA' £AB' £BB = bond energies. 

':2l:e bond energies' will be taken as zero when the atoms. are. an infinite 

6..:'stance apart and therefore they have negati:ve. "Values. for the stable 

The change·. in ene'rgy' for th.e. b.ond reaction 1.(2 A ~ A + 1/2 B 

£ = '?AB 
. . £ AA.'+: . £BB 
-. ( , ' ..L1 

2 

where s is the ordering energy and has a negative value when the alloy 

orcers ar.d a positive value when it clusters.. 

Another convenient.way of characterizing short-range ordering or 

. 4 
clustering is expressed in terms of Cowley's short-range order paxarr.eter, 

a, which is defined as 

(2a) 

~';:-,en the c.istribution of A and B atoms in a solid solution is corr,pletel~r 
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1".:-.::C.O;;l, tl1e probao:..lity PABthat a give:l r:eighbor of aB ato:;'! is ;;.n A 

ii:.o:~:, is jL:st the ator.-.ic fraction NA of A atoms in the alloy. Tnat is, 

P '\ ~jN, :::: 1. The a.'T.ount a. by which this 'ratio d:t.f.fers ;f;roffiunity in a 
,~"""".J .l .... 

. i . 

~;:i. Veer: case is a usef'ul i:leas'ure of the departure of a solid solution fro:r. 

ranc.o::1ness. There are two possible departures f'Tom a. = 0, the vahle for 

",,' :::andom solution. If B atoms group themselves' preferentially around 

ot11(::r B atoi.'.s> then P
AB 

is less than NA ar:do. i's: positive,. This oehayior 

is called clusteri'r:g in the soli,d solution. On the, other h8..'1d. if a giyen 

3 ",,"tom is preferer:tially, surrounded by A ator.ls' > a. is,negatiye arl<l the 

solid solution is said to s,how short~range, o,rq.ert.ng. 

Ef ther Cowley'! s4 or ,Bethe !:s 5 short-range orq.e.r theory co-u1d be 

e;;.::::JJ,oyea. !i.ere. Tn order to proVi.de. a corr,mon basis for COIllpartson. hO'N'eye.r, 

~ll fot:.r ~oc.els' will be. des'c,ri,bed exci.Us-:t·.v~ly .. ~n:· te~.s: ot Cowley' 5 theory, 

s,'...:.Oject to the limitation of considering only nearest-neighbor interactions. 

A~cordingly there are nine probabilities, P
kj

, and such probabilities 

arc interrelated by the three equations: 

= 1 (3'0) 

+ + =1 J? AV .PBY 'vv ('''c) . .J . 

'I'he conservation of the, nu.llber of each type of bonds, ~.lrth.e.r ·:requires that 

( 4a) 
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(40) 

(4c) 

Cowley's degree of short-range order will be redefined to take vacancies 

into consideration as 

1 -
PAB 

1 -
PEA 

(20) C'. = = 
nA · nB 

nA+nB+~ nA+nB+nV 

But inasmuch as nV will always be very small relative to nA + nB, the 

char.ge in Cowley's degre~ of order .due exclusively to vacancies will also 

be negligibly small. Thus 

(5a) 



0' 
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III. SMEARED-DISPLACEMENT MODEL 

This model is essentially the short-range order analogue of the !::odel 

proposed by Krivoglaz and Smirnov2 for vacancies in long-range ordered 

alloys. It is based on the approximation that only nearest ne,ich-oors 

interact and that the energy to produce a vacancy can be equated to the 

energy change required to break z bonds and rema.r:e z/2 'bonds "Then an ato;:; 

is ciisplaced from the interior of the crystal and placed on the sur:'ace 

thus leaving a vacancy on its original sites. Since the number of 

di vacancies will always be small relative to the totalnuInber of vacancies, 

pvv '" 0 and Eqs. (3) and (4) reduce to 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

Because there are five variables in the three EQs. (6), the analysis can 

be based on two independent variables. It ,will prove analytically more 

convenient, however, to replace nV by its equivalent value given in ' 

EQ. (6c) and employ the method of ~~determined Lagrangian multipliers to 

introduce the restrictions of Eqs. (6a) and (6b). 

The configurational bond ener~J,of the alloy is simply 

'-
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since the free bond extending toward a vacant site always has zero ener5J 

in this kind of a model. Using the approximation of Cowley's first 

coordination ,sphere and including the coordinated ,vacancies suggests 

that the ways of mixing atoms is proportional to ~! ~n ~V 'I-There 
, l L 

nB r _nB 

z = "'_'_'_'_'_'_'_' _. __ z_! ______ I-z 

L(znA )'! ( _) , ( ) ,J 
nBPBA . ZPBB . ZPVB . 

and where the second equalities follow from Eqs. (4) and (6). The powers 

nA/z etc. appear in these expressions because each atom is introduced z 

times in the contemplated mixing. Since, however, the nA A atoms with 

their surroundings cannot be mixed independently of the nB B atoms wi til 

their surroundings, the total ways of mixing is app~oximately proportional 

to but does not equal ~A ~B ~V' For example, in a vacancy free alloy, the 

ways with which A and B atoms can be mixed at random is 

(2a) 

(6b) 
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whereas the ways suggested above are 

The entropy for mixing atoms and vacancies in a short-range ordered. 

binary alloy is given by 

S = IdnQ (lOa) 

where from Eqs.(8) and (9) Q is closely approximated by 

(lOb) 

Since the changes in thermal entropy are small they will·be neglected 

here. The configurational· HelIllholtz free energy is. 

F = E. TS 
c cc 

(11) . 

which is now expressed in terms of the five variables PAA'P~A' PYA' 

PEE and PV13' that are related by the EClS. '(6a) and (6b). Using kT. Zn )'A 

and kT 9.n 1.13 as Lagrangian multipliers where AA and I.E are the activities 

of the A and 13 atoms respectiveiy, the two zeros deduced from Eqs. (6a) 

and (6b), namely 

(12a) 

and· 
. n· 

( A. . .) 
-l{T9.nA~, -. 'P J".,+P,y],,+PV]3,-l = 0 

J.) l.lJJ - \ J,I. J 
.J 

(12b) 

J. 
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can be added directly to E~. (11). Mini~izing the resulting expression 

with respect to each of the now independently variable ~uantities, gives 

the results, 

= 1- A 
e A 

1 

1 

1 
2 

e 

= 1- A . nB + 1-
e B e 

ZE:P,.A 

e 

Conse~uently, from E~s. (13a), (13b) and (13c) 

2 
'PBA 
---: 
PAAPBB 

Z(E:AA+E:BB-2E:AB) 
2kT 

(13a) 

(130 ) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

(13e) 

(14) 

Since the vacancy concentr!3-tions. are small, the probabilities can 'be 

expressed very accurately in terms of EQs. (5). Therefore 



r:-.\ 
\ . 
'.J - , 

ZE: 

kT 

which is the equilibrium equation for tl1e Cowlei theory :Ln the (),osenc-e of 

vacancies. . Obviously vacan,cies do not significantly alter the [;:ll-over 

d~gree of order. 

Introducing Eqs. (13a), (13b), (l3d) and (13e) into Eq,. (6c) in 
", .... ". 

. . 
sl1ch a way as to eliminate the activities, gives the vacancy concentration 

as 

'ZE:AA n . ----
___ v.:.-,- = N 2 e. 2kT + 
riA +nB A' 

0 i1J N' '-"A B e 

.. " .. 

ZE:AB 
2kT 2 

+ NB e 

+ aNAN
B 
C~:~ + eZ:~~ _ 2 e 

ZE: AB) 
2kT 

2kT 

(16) 
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rv. SIMPLE-DISPLACEViliNT MODEl:, 

This vacancy model is an internally consistent short-range ordering 

analogue of that proposed by Girifalc03 for long-range ordered alloys. It 

also assumes that only nearest neighbors interact and that the energy to 

produce a vacancy might be equated to the energy required to break z bonds 

Wtlen an atom is displaced from the lattice and to remake z/2 bonds '..;he" 

this atom is placed at a point on the surface consistent ""ith ·vhe existi:1g 

def,ree of order. Two identifiable types of vacancies, however, exist in 

this case, namely n(A) and nCB) which result from the replacement of 
V V 

either an A atom or a B atom by the vacancy. Thus the configurational 

energy change upon introduction of n(~) and n(~) vacancies is 

(A). . (B) 
since the n V and n V vacancies are taken to be distributed at random 

over sites formerly occupied only by nA A atoms and nB B atoms respectively. 

The configurational entropy change is 

t.S = k ,Q,n 
c 

(n
B 

+n (~) ) ! 
, (B) 
n 'n' , 
B~ V· 

Neglecting, in this model, the small change in thermal entropy, the 

Helmholtz free energy is 

""( (A) (B)) F(' 0 0) ,"'" 
£ ~, n V ' n V = ~" + o~c Tt:,S 

c 

(18) 

where a here refers to Cowley's degree of order in the absence of vacancies. 



o 
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Therefore, the eQuilibrium numbers of vacancies 

by minimizing F(a. , 
(A) 

n V ' 

(A) . 
n V 

nA+nB 

n (B)) 
V 

and the symmetrical expression 

with respect to 

.. UCRL-17L;62 

are directly det e:rrr.ined 

(A) 
n V and also 

(B) 
n V ' giving 

(20a) 

(20b) 

The total vacancy concentration is given by, the sum of EQ.s. (20a) 

and (20b), namely· 

n(A)+n(B). 
V . V 

= nA+nB 

(20C) 

.\ 
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V. VACANCY-ENERGY ;·10DEL 
,-

This model is based on the concepts originally introduced by Lokero 

for vacancies in extremely dilute solutions and extended more .recently by 

Dorn and lv!itchel17 to include vacancies over wide ranges of composition 

in regular solutions of binary alloys. 

Undoubtedly the energy of a vacancy depends principally on its 
, 

innnediate environment in the alloy lattice. In the follovrinb ',.Te assume 

that the free energy of formation of a vacancy depends only on the 

kind. and. arrangement of the atoms coordinated directly vrith that vacancy. 

Thus gic is defined as the free energy of formation of a vacancy vrhich is 

coordinated vrith i B atoms and (z - i) A atoms. The subscript c refers 

to each unique configuration of the A and B atoms about the vacancy. 

For example, in the b.c.c. lattice for i = 2 the three types of arrangements 

(a, b, c) of A and B atoms about a vacancy shovrn in Fig. 1 are possible. 

As indicated, each arrangement has a unique energy of formation of a 

vacancy. In general the number of g. s is extremely high. Although the 
].c 

complete details can be incorporated into the analysis it appears desirable 

here to let g. be smean vreighted-average value over all configurations 
..]. . 

.P ··f th . th , . d c ~or vacanc].es 0 e]. Kln. Even then there yet remain z + 1 

individual values of g. to be considered. It appears unlikely that these 
. ]. 

z + 1 values of g., excepting of course g and g , might be calculated in 
]. 0 Z 

the near future from first prinCiples. Consequently the individua.l 

values of g. vrill have to be evaluated by comparison of·appropriate 
1 

experimental results on vacancy concentrations with_ deductions based or. 

the :;)roposed thermodynamic theory. 
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Admittedly the neglect of the effect of second nearest neighbors 

etc. of a vacancy on the value of g, is made solely for the sake of 
.I.. 

simplicity. More sophisticated assumptions interpose insur~ountable 

handicaps to any analysis at this time. Furthermore, this assill~ption is 

probably no more at odds with the physical facts than the very useful 

and equivalent assumption of nearest-neighbor bond energies that is so 

helpful in rationalizing, at least qualitatively, many phenorr.ena on 

orc_ering in alloys. 

In order to illustrate the method of analysis we propose to derive 

again the relationship given by Dorn and Mitchel17 for randorr. alloys 

en::ploying, in this example, a new and simpler approach than they originally 

used. For this purpose we consider first a regular solution without 

vacancies. Each term of the binomial expansions 

i 
'\ z! z-i N i = 
l (z-i)lil NA · B I 

i=O 
(21) 

gives the probability that any given sites is coordinated with i B ator.lS 

and -( z - i) A atoms. Therefore, ther'e are 

(22 ) 

lattice sites of the ithkind surrounding which there are i B' atoms and 

(z - i) A atoms. At random on n. of these sites we introduce vacancies 
~ 

.<' .... ' .th t h f h· h h f f f ma .... .;on 0'" !J' o~ vne ~ ype eac. 0 w.~c as a ree energy 0 or v.... ~ 0" 
..L 

do this without otherwise disturbing the random arrange~ent of atoms by 

placing the atoms that have been ren:oved from the new vacant sites on 
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appropriate ,eQuivalent sites on the surface. Thus the free ene~gy chB.:lge 

is closely given bj : 

Minimizing the free energy'relative to n., and noting that n. «n
Li

, 
. 1 . 1_ 

gives the Dorn-Mitchell reit;Ltionship 

'n. . , 
1 Z. N z-i i 

nS ~ (z-i)! i ! A . NB e (24) 

The same techniQue ,is readily applied to short-range ordered or 

clustered alloys. Each term of the expansions 

(25a) 

(25b ) 

gives the probability of having i B atomsand(z - i) A atoms about a:lY 

A atom, EQ. (25a), and about any B atom, EQ. (25b), ~es:pectivelY. Thus 

the total number of lattice sites of the ith kind surrounded by i B atoms 

and (z - i) A atoms is 

. , 

\~"hereas the· configurational entropy of mixing n .. vacancies on these 
1 

(26) 
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sites, where.n. « nL., follows as given aoove for regular solutions, the 
~ ~ 

free energy of formation of vacancies in the ordered alloy reQuires 

fUrther consideration. This arises as a result of changes in lattice 

par8meters, moduli of elasticity, average bond energies etc. that occur 

as a result of ordering. We therefore acknowledge that the free energy 

of formation of a vacancy of the ith kind ~ight change somewhat as the, 

alloy orders from the·value of g~for the random case. To a first ... 
approximation we suspect that these changes are related to the changes 

in the average bond energy as a result of ordering. The average bond 

energy E is given by 

-
£ = NAPAA£AA+NAPBA£AB+NBPAB£AB+NBPBB£BB (21a) 

Introducing EQs. (5) reveals that 

(21b) 

where £ is the ordering energy. Thus, we suggest, in analogy to a 

Taylor's series, where only the first two terms are retained, that the 

free energy of formation of a vacancy of the ith kind when the degree of 

order is a, might be approximated by gi + aNA NB gi where gi is a constant 

free energy term and the second term represents a small c6rrection for 

the changes induced as a result of ordering. This approximation gives 

the vacancy concentration in a short-range ordered or clustered alloy of 

"-."N N .-,: g',. '\,.Nl 1\ "'~ ....... t~. 
l 1\ Jj l 

kT 
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. For the disordered case this relationship reduces to EQ. (24). Tdhen Pp.,A 

etc. are replaced by the deg~ee of order, EQ. (28a) becomes 

go!' +a~\T I~ N"pg~ . 
,..L ~.. J..) .L 

:: '" (z-~~ Ii! {NA (NA+aNB)Z-i[NB(l-a)]i+NB[NA (l-a)]Z-i(NB+o:NA)i}e 
kT 

. , 
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VI. MODIFIED VACANCY-ENERGY MODEL 

The Vacancy-Energy Model for equilibriuJTl concentration of vacancies 

in binary alloys is based on rather good assumptions and should therefore 

rather accurately correspond with the experimental facts. On the other 

hand, its utility is seriously limited due to the numerous details that 

have been incorporated into analysis. For example, it appears unlikely 

that any experimental attempt will be made to deduce all of the 2 (z + 1) 

te:c)~\s of g~ and g! that are indigenous to the model. Furthermore , it 
-'- ~ . 

is doubtful whether, ifs,uch an attempt were made, the set of 2(z + 1) 

numbers so obtained from simultaneous solution of the total vacancy 

concentration as a function of composition and temperature might reliably 

represent the physical quantities in questi·on. These issues suggest that 

the energies to produce vacancies be represented by somewhat simpler and 

therefore more tractable terms. As a preliminary step in this direction 

we shall introduce a modified bond-energy concept for the formation energy 

of a vacancy where, for the.present, we neglect the thermal entropy of 

formation of a vacancy. 

'bE '(25') d(25b) 'f+h ,th k ,· 'h-'-As suggested y qs. a an vacanc~es 0 v e ~ ~na m~g v 

be visualized as produced by displacement of either A or B atoms fron 

the lattice to the surface. For each A or B atom so displaced, the bond 

energy changes are -{(z - i) t.M + it.AB}/2 or-{(z 

respectively. Accordingly, the equilibri~~ number of vacancies, created 

by displacing those A atoms (and B atoms) coordinated with i B atoms and 

(z - i) A atoms,. to the surface is given by 
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(A) (7.-i )stu +is-c' 
J-I ,'t .!.~1-\ n. zl z-"i i 2k'l' ~. 

= (z-i)lil PAA PBA e· n 
·A 

(298. ) 

and. by 

(B) 
( . ) +' z-~ E:AB HBB 

n. . I z-i i 2kT ~ z. = (z-i)lil PAB PBB e 
(nB 

(290 ) 

respectively. 

The total equilibrium number of vacnacies of the ith kind is simply 

e 

(z-i)E:AB+iE:BB 
2kT } 

(z-i)E:AA+iE: BA 
2kT 

Thus the total number of vacancies is given by 

E:AA E:BA 
~ z· n 2kT .2kT}Z 
- = r ~ =, N {p e + PBA e 

. nS i=O nS .. A AA 

E:AA :E: BA 
2}~T 

-- z 
= NA {(NA+aNB) e + N'B(l-a) e 21d} 

E:AB eBB 

+ NB{NA(l-:-a) e 
2kT + (NB+aNA) 

2id'} z 
e 

(30 ). 
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VII. ,DISCUSSION 

The vacancy models for short-range ordered or clustered alloys that 

were presented in the preceding sections were based on a n~~ber of CO~4~on 

si,llplHying assumptions: (1) The energy was taken to depend only on 

nearest-neighbor atomic interactions and the longer range potentials 'Were 

neglected, (2) Since exact accounting methods have not yet been developed 

for alloys 'on three-dimensional lattices, the configurational entropy, 

even for the vacancy free lattice was calculated by standard approxi~ate 

methods. 

The major problem encountered in the formulation of the various 

models concerned whether the presence of vacancies might not, at least 

locally, change the degree of order. The results on the Smeared-

Displacement Model reveal that vacancies did not materially affect the 

all-over degree of order; but in the Simple-Displacement and the Vacancy-

Energy Models the assumption was tacitly made that the local as well as 

the all-over degree of 'order was not affected by vacancies. Detailed 

accounting of bond energies showed that if the local order near vacancies 

were changed, the energy of formation of vacancies ivould also have to be 

charged with such local reordering energy. For alloys that nOrTaa11y 

order or 'cluster, such changes in local order so greatly increases the 

energy to produce a vacancy that it appears highly improbable that 

vacancies cause even local reordering. Consequently the assurr.ption 

local reordering does not take place in the vicinity of'vacancies appears to 

be (;uite good. 

U:ldoubtedly the energy of forr.:ation of a vac:::.ncy depends p~'incipally 

on its irnmediate. surroundings. Using the technique that was adopted in 
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the Smeared-Displacement Model, however, such unique designation is not 

possible. Not only does this model give an energy of formation of 

,sl~lcared vacancies but also .a somewhat questionable configuratiorJ.al 

entropy of mixing vacancies on the lattice sites. 

,In the Simple-Displacement Model, a. somewhat more detailed ,inspection 

was made of the problem~ Each A atom was assumed to be coordinated, on 

the average, with zPAA and zPBA, atoms of type A and B respectively, ;lith 

similar accountings for atoms surrounding each B atom.' Thus a more 

appropriate, less drastically smeared energy of 'formation of individual 

vacancies could be calculated. Furthermore, a much more realistic, less 

drastically smeared configurational entropy of mixing vacancies on so~e-

what more uniquely defined lattice sites could be estimated. 

Although Eqs. (16) and (20c) for the ,Smeared-Displacement jviodel 

and the Simple-Displacement Model respectively appear to be significantly, 

different they nevertheless lead to almost identical results. For eXaffiple, 

at high temperatures where the ,arguments o[ the exponential are much less 

than one, it can,be readiiy shown that both Eqs.(16) and (20c) reduce to 

ZE 

2kT (32 ) 

The similarity of deductions based on these two models is illustrated in 

Fig. 2 for the conditions 'z = 8, N A =NB= 1/2 and ,E AA = EBB' Such 

agreement confirms at least ,the nominal validity of the assmnption that 

the local ,distribution of atoms about an atom rerr:ains unchanged "Then that 

atom is replaced by a vacancy. This assumption was inherent to the Simple-
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Displacement Model but was not made in the Smeared-Displacement Model. 

As, sho",rn in Fig. :2, over, the range of -f./2kT where ,-0: increases, the ' 

ratio of the total vacancy concentration in the ,ordered alloy to that 
, 

which would have been, obtained for the same alloy in the disordered 

state decreases rather effe'ctivelY'. This expected, trend is due to the 

greater energy of formation of, vacancies, on the bond-energy model, '"ri th, 

increasing degrees of 'order. The same, results apply to clustering where 

" 
both f. and 0: have positive values. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the Modified Vacancy-Energy Model also follows 

the S8..1'Jle trends and at high temperatures it predicts the same result 

because Eq. (31) reduces to Eq.(32). Here the additional assumption 

that Nof.AB = -14.50 kcal and N f. ,= N f. = -14.15 kcal, where N is 
, 0 AA ,0 BB 0 

Avogadro's number, was made for the Modified Vacancy-Energy Model. This 

model, however, has the adde,dvirtue''af providing the additional details 

on,the types of vacancies that are present which,are so important for 

consideration of diffusion mechanisms. As sho"m in Fig. 3, when the 

degree of order (-0:) increases,the ratio of the number of various 

specific types of vacancies in the ordered alloy to'those in the alloy 

if it had not brderedchanges. This ratio, increases for i = 0 and 8 etc. 

and decreases for i = 4 etc. Friithermore, thi~ model gives the additional 
\ 

information on the distribution of the various, types of vacancies for,a 

" 

given temperature. For example, 'as shown in Fig. 4, at high temperatures 

thE: i = 4 type of vacancy is the most populous type of vacancy but at 

10'\,; ter:iperatures its concentration becomes almost negligible. At 10v 

temperatures it is seen that i = o and o'types of vacancies are ~prec.olnir~a~1t. 

. . '. 
" 
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EO,,~ever, this distribution is strongly af:fectecl by t~Je values Ol:~ ;:;o::ci 

energies used in the calculation. This car. be reaciilyshow. fro:-:-. the 

follo1.,ring equation which is reduced from Eqs. (30) and (31) for the case 

N ::: N = 1/2 and z = 8. 
A B 

,., n . ... 
J. J. = 8 Dy 

I n. 
i=O J. 

(8-i)SAA+isBA 

2kT ( ) 8-i ( ) i + I-a I+a e 

SAA 

{(I+a) e 2kT + 2k'l.'}8 2k'l' 2kT,8 (l-a) e + {(l-a) e + (l+a) e J 

-14.50 kcal (where No is Avogadro's number) are assumed, the second tE:rffi 

inside each of the braces is negligible with respect to the first term and 

the exponentials become the predominant factor. Therefore, as shown in 

Fig. 5, at low temperatures the i = 0 type of vacancy iSffiost populous. 

, 
) 

The assumption, common to the Smeared-Displacement, Simple-Displacement 

and Modified Vacancy-Energy. Models, that the energy to form a vacancy can 

be estimated from the energy of the broken bonds is notoriously inexact.. 

In pure metals the actual energy to form a vacancy is often less than one-

third of the value calculated by the naive bond-energy estimation. As 

suggested originally, by Lomer, it appears that the thermodynamics of 

vacancies in alloys i's. more accurately forr:mlated in tenT.s 0:' their 10·:;,-",1 

environInent as was' done in the Vacancy-EnerGY Model. Undoubtedly vacancies 

(33) 
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h2.ving different configurations for the sane numbers of coordinated A 

and Batons have somewhat different formation energies and these energles 

2.1so vary.dependent on next etc, nearest-neighbor interactions. Such 

details, how·ever, were not incorporated in the Vacancy-Energy Hodel 

prinarily for the sake. of simplicity. Thus the Vac2.ncy-Energy t10del, 

2.lthough somewhat more realistic than the previously described models, 

is nevertheless an approximation. It has the virtues of more accurate 

forr:mlation of vacancy. energies· and mixing entropies. 

A najor handicap in applying the V2.cancy-Energy Model concerns the 

fact that the. 2 (z + 1) values of g. and the 00"! must at nresent be evaluated 
l l ~ 

experinentally. It is not clear at present just how this might be done 

with facility. Obviously the bond energies account for part of the 

values of g. and therefore the general trends given by the Modified 
l 

Vacancy-Energy Model have some validity although the absolute values of the 

concentration of vacancies so deduced is inaccurate and other factors 

serve to modify further the trends. One of these factors concerns the 

irresolvable dichotomy of viewpoint behreen the Vacancy-Energy .Ylodel anc, 

the remaining three models based on the bond-energy approximation for 

the energy to produce a vacancy. For example, as illustrated oy Eqs. (29a) 

and (29'0) for the Modified Vacancy-Energy Model, the energy to produce 

a vacancy coordinated. with i B atoms and (z - i) A atoms is uniquely 

d.ifferent depending on whether the nev;ly produced vacancy is r::ad.e by 

disp10cing an A atom or a B atom to the surface. In contrast, in the nore 

realistic Vacancy-Energy Model, the energy to produce a vacancy coord.inated. 

" 
vlith i :s atoms and. (z - i) A atoms is assigned a single li:1iQue value. 
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PART B 

LONG-RANGE ORDERED ALLOYS 

ABSTRACT 

Four models for estimating the effects of long-range ordering on 

the eQuilibrium concentration of vacancies in binary alloys '16th I.26 

(b.c.c.) or L12 (f.c.c:) lattice are described. The models differ first 

with respect to the details with which vacancy enviror .. ments are inspected 

and secondly with reference to methods of estimating vacancy energies. 

1;mereas the Smeared-Displacement ~ Sir.1ple-Displacement and :'10dified Vacancy-

Energy Models approximate the energy to form a vacancy with the change 

in bond energy when a vacancy is produced by displacing an atom from 

the bulk of the crystal to the surface, the more detailed and more accurate 

Vaca:1cy-Energy Model aSSUInes that the free energy to form a vacancy 

depc1ds principally on the atoms with which it is coordinated. All four 

models suggest that, in general, the concentration of vacancies differs 

on the different types of lattice sites when the alloy is ordered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I~ ?art A we have discussed the vacancy models for short-range' 

ordered and clustered binary alloys. Here we shall present the statistical 

thermodynamics of the equilibrium concentration of vacancies in long~r8.nge 

ordered alloys employing, as a basis for discussion, four motl.els that 

are similar to those previously used for short-range ordered alloys. 

To provide a COli'1mOn basis for comparison, each of these models viII be 

established in terms of the Bragg-Willi&~s theory of iong-range 

The naive ~earest-neighbor bond-·energy approach inherent to the 

Willi&T!s and various other ordering theories will be ass~T!ed: 

1 ordering. 

Bragg-

In the 

Smeared-Displacement, Simple-Displacement and Modified Vacancy-Energy 

Models, vacancy energies will be approximated by the change jn bond e~ergy 

when a vacancy. is produced by displacing an atom from the bull: to a~ 

eq,uivalent site on' the surface of a crystal. Each of the above mentioned 

models differs, however, with respect ~o the details of vaca~cy • .L. enVlrOD.'Tlen v 

that are incorporated into the analysis. The Vacancy-E~ergy Model, in 

contrast, provides a detailed description of vacancy envirOl~ents, and 

assumes the more physically realistic concept that the energy to f'or2 a 

vacancy depends principally on its immediate enviroD.T!ent. 

I~ the subsequent sections we propose to study the vacanc:r lnodels 

incoth the L20 and the L12 lattices. Whereas the former. undertakes a 

second order phase transformation on ordering, the latter undergoes a 

first order phase transformation. The characteristics of these phase 

tra~sformations will. be discussed later. The r;;odels will 1)e comp6.rec. 

~ith one another and their virtues and deficiencies will be discussed. 
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II. TERMINOLOGY AND PRELIMINlUn CONSIDERJ~TION 

The arrangements of atoms :~n both the L20 and the L12 s\.rIvc:rJa.tt:i.c(;;.; 

, 
are sno\-tn. in Fig. 1. For a randorn. arrangement of ator;i.S the T..120 lattice 

exhi bit s b. c . c. SYTIu:letry. Wnen the alloy becon:es ordered, A 8.~Or;,s THe:er 

to reside on CI. sites at (0, 0, 0) and B atoms on equivalent i3 sites at 

(1/2, 1/2, 1/2). On the other hand,.when they are random, alloys 

crystallizing in the L12 superlattice have f. c. c. synh'Tletry. Based on 

tl!12 f.e.c. unit cell they have t[lree a. sites at (0 1/" - /2\ (., I" r , L, ~ ;, ~/~, u, 1/2) 

and (1/2,1/2,0) plus one i3 site at (0, 0, 0). 

In the models which follow we will consider alloys having various 

degrees of long-range order. The crystal, as shown in Fig. 1, will be 

taken to have two types of lattice sites, CI. and S, occupied by tl-TO atorr.ic 

species, A and B, plus yacancies, V. The following terminology ' .. Till be 

adopted: 

numper of .th sites where 1 = S. n. = J CI. or 
J 

<J 

nk = number of species where k = A or B (atoms) or V (vacancies). 

n, . 
l{j 

~kj 

= n1.unber of kth species on jth sites. 

number of vacancies produced .th sites by removal of = on J 

atomic species. 

nk · th = ..2S1. = probability that j type of site is occupied by 
n. 

ktl1 . ..,'" specJ.es. 

N~ = atomic fraction of kth atomic species. 

N. = fraction· of sites that are of type j. 
J 

0 = N'D - N = N - N, = deviation from stoicnio;netry. 
oW S CI. A 

z = coordination number. 

kth 
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SAA' cBB ' cAB = bond energies. 

T11e following relations result f·rOTc. the conservation of c~:to~n:l.c 

species and the conservation of lattice sites: 

N 
r::t = -= 

N . 13 + n '" VS 

Furthermore, the degree of order, n, will be defined as 

nBS - nAS 
NS (nA + nB) 

(la) 

(lb) 

(lc) 

(
1 ' , 
~Q) 

which coincides with the usual Bragg-Williams definition of order. It 

has the virtue over other possible definitions of n insofar as the 

degree of order is defined only in terms of the relative occupancy of 

sites by the atoms independent of V;3.cancy concentrations. Simultaneous 

solution of Eqs. (1) gives 

(2a) 

(2'0 ) 

. ,/ 



:., ,,~ 

" PAa 

where 

'( , 

N aI1yB~NBrlyo. '.' 
, nB' tv ::= N n + '2 ' -,:N 'N" (nA+nB ) 1\ 

, , '1' 0. 'B , '"a p , ' 
...... 

,'.' . 
;' .:, 

'n' +n ;=ri~>~B':'+ .tJ..;~,tv ',+ n., ," Q 
: a,' B 'A Vv. v fJ 

:':,. , .,~ , 

vfnen the c;:once~t'r~iionof vacancies, is' :h~giigib~y sn1a,ll relative to 
.... , : 

nA ,and to nB, Eq,s. (3) reduce ,to 

- ",',. ~ ~ .'..' ',::, 
, 

'; .,.'" 

n·" ", 
'AS',. = ...,..-.-.. ,0<, N ' 
n',., , '"a 

p 

'0 '.".'N. n 
0. 

': '., 

(2C) 

(2rl) 

( ~ -, ') 
~(" .... 

(3'0 ) 
. .~', 

(3c) 

(4) 
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'" N P 
+ 0 + N n a 

Assuming that the various species are randorr.ly rr:.ixed in ~ "rays 0:1 

t'l-lO types of lattice sites gives the SEune configurational entropy of 

n. ! 
a S = k,Q,nn = k.Q,n ----"'---n In ,,~ , 

Aa" Ba . "Va . 
(6 ) 

for all types of lattices. In contrast, rlO'l.Jever, the configurational 

energies differ dependent on the lattice type. For the L20 superlattice 

each a (or S) site is coordinated with 8 S (or 8 a) sites. Therefore, in 

terms of the sirnple bond energy model t"he tot.al energy of the crysta: of 

the L20 lattice where Na = NS = 1/2 is given by 

or, since for this lattice na = ne and z = '8, 

E = 16 
n +n 

a B 

For the L12 superlattice, as ShOi-l'l1 in Fig. 

(7b) 

1, N = 3/4 
0: 



, 
and z = 12. Furthermore, whereas each .p . site. ,is coordinated ',Ti th z ::; 12 

. . 
neighboring a sites, each a site is coordinA,tc:o.. with za ::; 8 [;f;ishboring 

('( sites and. Zs = 4 neighboring B sites. Complete ordering is obtained 

fc:r~ the stoichiometric composition corresponding to A3B 'N"nen all 

A a~~oms reside on a sites and all of the B atoms on B sites. In terms of 

the si:nple bond energy model the energy of the L121attice is given by 

+ 
n

Ba 
sBB} + B 

{nAa 
.nAa 

n
BB n '2 n 

a a 
srJ.. 

nB CI. 

n 
0: 

+ nAa 
. !lBo: (8a) 

sAB n 
0:. 

where the first bracketed term refers to all bonds between a and 6 sites 

and the second term refers to bonds between 0: and adjacent 0: sites. 

Since z: = 12 and n = N (n +.n
6
·), E for the L12 lattice'rea.uces to 

0: 0: a 

+ 1 n l" ::;- A n, J "AA .) a ~.o: 

(80) 
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·III. VACANCY MODELS FOR THE L20LATTICE 

A. Smeared-Displacement rl;odel 

In this model the vacancies are ass1l..'TIed to reside in 8. s:-r.earecl 

environment averaged over the entire lattice. The free energy is given 

by 

F = E -TS 

where E is given by Eq. (7b) and S by Eq. (6), which in conjunction 

with Eq. (4) are expressed in terms of the six unknovms n
kj

. The variance 

o~the six values of nkj , however, are constrained by the conditions 

expressed in Eqs. (la), (lb) and (lc) and therefore, in terms of the 

Lagrangian multiplier technique they reduce to 

(lOG.) 

(lOb) 

(ICc) 

wher'e the AS are Lagrangian multipliers and where the condition app}'op:nate 

Each of the six unknowns nk' can now be taken as independently variable. . J 

The condition for equilibriu...'TI, obtained by minimizing the final free 

enc"C'gy equation (ECJ,. (9) plus Eq.s. (10)), Ci Ves 



'" 

ClE kT Cl9,n$"2 _ .-".-- = " A",S ":' AA'·· Ol1
Aa 

on
Aa

· v. 

"'}1: . 0" °nl'"\ 
__ o_~_. =kT ~ + A 
dn! ,., ClnAD .. CIS 

.~p l-' 

dE kT d9,n$"2 
A AB, dE kT ~d 2.r~n. + , (11 ) = - - -- = A - 1'."':1 ClnBa onBa as ClDBS drluS as .u 

"-' 

dE 'm d9,n~ --= K.L --+ 
dn

V
(3· 3n

VS 

Introducing the values for.: E and $"2 and eliminating the AS we arrive at 

the three important relationships: 

!; . 

and 

(12) 

( i U \ -- . ) 
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Eq. (12) is identical with the original Bragg-Willi&~s relationship.l 

Introducing Eqs. (5) gives 

(1+n+20)(1+n-20) 
2n (1-11.-26) (1-n+20) 

~ {2 
kT E:A3 

- c: -
1:....4. 

We can exa.."lline Eq. (15) in the l~mit 11. -+ 0 by expanding the left hand side 

as a power series in 11.. The limit as n -+ 0 corresponds to T -+ T , where T 
c c 

is the critical temperature for long-range ordering, whence we find that 

4 
-1--;"4;'-'0"""'2 - - (16) 

This is the familiar Bragg-Williams relationship giving the orderi.ng 

energy, E: (which is defined in Eq. (1) in Part A), in terms of the critical 

temperature .. 

Eqs. (13) and (14) give the concentrations of vacancies on the hlO 

sublattices. Introducing the approximation of Eqs. (5) we have 

(18) 
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B. Simple-Displacement Model 

The alloy is assumed to have the ecluilibrium degree, of order, n, ln 

the absence of vacancies. Vacancies are for;;,.ed by removing pa:r-ticular 

, kinds of atoms' (A or B) from particular types of sites (0. or B) inside 

tl1e crystal and repladng tl1em on the surface at the sa.11le type of site 

from ,which they were removed. The cl1ange in~internal energy on producing 

each vacancy is defined 'in terms of the bond-energy approximation as the 

di:;"f'erence in energy between the z bonds broken by removing that atom 

froll: the bulk of the crystal and the z/2 bonds reformed on the average 

when the atom is placed on the surface. It is asstL"l1ed that the nw';1ber 

and configuration of A and B atoms about the vacancy remains the same as 

i tvas before the atom was ' removed. Therefore the energy required to for;'!"! 

a vacancy on an a-site depends on whether that site was previously 

occupied by an A atom or a B atom. Since these kinds of vacancies are 

energetically distinguishable, they must be treated as independent species 

both in the energy and'entropy terms. 

On this basis, the change in internal energy of the crystal due to 

the formation of vacancies for the L20 lattice is 

'l'he configurational ent:r-opy chanse for the crystal due to random 

mixi,ng of the vacancies on the sites is 



G 

· (nAa 
+ IlyAa )! (11

B 
+ \ , 

( !1 r, t) -:- il
VAS

) ! (n + ..- \, 
11VBc( ) ; ,- Er , .i.J·VB ;3 i· 

!J.S
V 

k.Q,n a .H.p ,) 
(20) = n

Aa
! ilyAa I nBa! nVD ! r I ilyAS! n-po! ~"'~'P? ! 

~CJ. "AS· .wI-' \j l,..I tJ 

and the free energy of this system is 

(21) 

"There F (n, 0) is the free energy of the system for· the given degree of 

order, n, and no vacancies, and '.,here 

At equilibrium therefore 

,dF(n;Ily) 

dIlykj 
= 

d!J.FV(nv) 

dnVkj 
= 0 

The equilibrium condition yields the four equations: 

l.~ 
(p ApE Aft. +PBSE AB) 

ilyAa kT 
e 

PVAa = --= 4 n 
(PASEAA+PBSEAB) a kT 

1 - e 

l~ 
(PASEAB+PBSEBB) n

VBa 
kT 

e 
PVBa = --=:. 

1+ n 
(P.£I.(3 EAB +PBS EBB) a kT 

1 - e 

4 
(p Aa E AA +PBa c: AB 1 

ilyAB 
1 .. n1 
.: ... .l.. 

e 
PVAB ' =--= i., nr. ( , .,..... ,_.J..., I ,:; }:'l1 ,J A c., r ,8...., E I OJ I 

1 
.... 0. JU.. ...;;.0. ~l.,; - e 

(22) 

(23) 

PAa 
(24a) 

PBa 

PAS 
(24c) 



,,-.,. 
• I 

"-.) 

'l1yBS 
='-.-= 

e 
(24d) 

·1 - e 

The probaoilities of findingYacancies on Ci. and S sites res~9c:ctively 

are given by 

,nVa ''.~A6. '. ,nVBa 
PVrv = -.-. = -' -. - + "'-, - = p +PV' B~ 

v. n '. n nVAa '" 
a a a. 

(25a) 

(25b) 

wne:-e the value's of the P
kj 

are given by Eqs. (5) for the case where 

N = N = i/2 appropriate to the L20 lattice. 
a S 

, . 



c. Vacanc:{-Er..ert~Jr lviod.el 

For this model we aSSUi11e that the free energy of formatioY"; 01' ,::, 

" . 
vacanc~l depends principally .on' its i!T~'mediate environ~ent ~ p. .. s diS~U2.s~d 

Inore thoroug111y in Part A, we let g.: "be the free energy of forrr~at j.or: o:.~ a. 
J. 

vaca:1cy coordinated with i ator:ls of type Band (z - i) atoms of type A 

in J~he disordered. alloy. Undoubtedly the free energy of format:l.on of 

each type of vacancy changes somewhat during ordering. Geometric 

consideration alone suggests that such cha:1ces can be d.ifferent for 

vacancies on each of the two different types of sites. It seems not 

too unreasonable to believe, however, that such changes in the energy 

of formation of vacancies might be related to the change in the average 

bona e:1ergy during ordering. 

The average energy, e, of a bond. is given by 

(26a) 

for the L20 type of lattice. Upon introduction of Eqs.. (5) and. the 

ordering energy, E, 

(26'0) 

Thus 1,.re suggest, in analogy to a Taylor IS series 1..There only the fir'st 

t1tTO terms are retained, that the free energies of formation of vacancies 

of the ith type can be represented by 



o 

- g'a 
. li-> 

= g .;- a' n2 
i t>iS (21'0 ) 

Tespectively for a andS sites. Consequently K;a = g.,., = g. for ,the 
... ll.) l 

ra",-~o:r. case and the values of g; _ -and g; () account for possir)le chances 
10; - J.'" 

in i'ree energies of formation of vacancies per unit change in n2 during 

orciering. 

As deduced from the Smeared-Displacement Model we assume here that 

the all-over degree of long-range orcler is not materially modified as 

a result of the introduction of a small fraction of vacancies.- Furthermore, 

as ~reviously described in Part A, we acknowledge that the probability 

vacancies might change the-local ordering configuration is also negligible. 

'I'he probability that a S site, is coordinated with i B atoms and 

.(z - i) A atoms in theL20 lattice where z = 8 is given by the general 

term in the binomial expansion 

~ zl (z-i) 
L (z-i)li1 PAa 

i=O 
(28) 

Thus, employing the same technique as that described in Part A, we obtain 

the following equilibrium vacancy concentration on the two types of sites: 

n. 
la --= 
n 

a 
e 

o· 
t>iS 

kT (291:1) 

(29";:; ) 



It is significant that these eQu3.tio:J.s red"lCe to those j?reviously 
o 

suggested by Dorn and Mitchel12 .for a random alloy. ~nen expressed i:J. 

terms of the .degree of order, EQs. (29a) and (29b) become 

where 

n. 
lc( 

--= 
n 

c(. 

kT (30a) 

(30b) 
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D. lv[od~fied Vr;'..c<;..ncy-"?'nergy t~odel 

The Vacancy-Energy Model, as expressed in Eq.s. (29a) and (290), 

cannot be compared directly with the previously develope~ Smeared-

Displncernent and Simple-:=-Displacerne!1t r"1oclels inUSITIUch '::1.3 tr1c v'alues of 

g. and g. B are not .know:n. To provide a oasis for cOr:lparison, th(::: v8.lues 
lCi. l 

of the g.s will be estimated by a crude bond-'energy approximation. For 
l 

each A or B atom displaced. to the surface to make a vacancy, the oond 

energy c~anges 

respectively. Thus following Eq:. (28), the total number of vaC8.nt 6 sites 

'which are coordinated with. i B atoms and (z - i) A atoms can be visualized 

as the result of displacing an A atom (ora B atom) to th2 surface from 

the 3 lattice sites and is simply given by 

r1.: Q 
J. iJ .-- = z! 'z-i 

= (z-i)!i! PACi. 

(Z-i)€AB+iSBB'j 
2kT 

J 

and similarly for the vacant Ci. sites 

n. 
lei. --= 
n 

Ci. 

= z! 
(z-i)!i! 

+ P e 
DCi. .J 

(z-i ) € AA.+ i € AB 

2kT 

(z-i)SAA+iSAB 

2kT 

(j2a) . 

(32b) 
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Thus the probabilities of vacancies on 0:. and B sites are giver: 0'::' 

and 

When , n = 0, 

n' 
~VCI. 

PVB = 

as is 

= 
z 
L 

i=O 

2 

n. 
J.CI. 

--= n 
n ' ~Aa 

CI. 

niB 
L --= 

PAS 
i=O nS 

+ PBS rn 
L"'Aa 

e 

required, Eqs. 

J 
EBBl 
--'2 
2kTI 

J 

E", c 

r ~ A.-p .,.t-\. -....:...=-~2 i 2kT 2kT I in e + PBa e 
I~ ACI. ! 
L i 

-' 

EAB EB~~ 
?kfTl 2kT 2 
,_ .J,. + 

PBCI., e J, 
(33) reduce to PVa = PVS ' 

(33a) 

(33b) 
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IV. VACANCY MODELS FOR THE L12 LATTICE 

A. Smeared-Displacenent ;"loclel 

The basic assumptions for this model coincide exactly vTi th those that 

'\{er~ previously used ,{hen the sa.lle r.1odel was applied to the' 120 lattice. 

However, because of the difference in lattice type and the occure:J.ce of 

a first o~der transformation in the 112 lattice in lieu of the second 

order transformation obtained in the L20 lattice, the final results on 

vacancy distributions are interestingly different. 'The entropy to ce 

introduced in the free energy expression of Eq. (9) is thesa.me, namely 

,that given by Eq. (6), for both types of lattices. .LD .contn'!.st, the 

energy that must be used in the free energy expression for the 112 :Lattice 

is given by Eq. (8b) in lieu of'Eq. (7b) which is appropriate only for 

the L20 lattice. Furthermore,the conditions given by Eqs. (lOa) and 

(lOb) apply also to the L12 lattice but the condition for the conservation 

of lattice site~, Eq .. (lc) where NO'. = 3/4 and N S = 1/4 becomes 

(lOd) 

"here AO'.S is the Lagrangian multiplier, Employing the sa."'lle technique 

as that used previously in Section III A for minimizing the free energy 

T,Te ')':Jtain three important relationships: 

( '"" i \ 
..)'-' ) 
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and 

(36) 

Introducing EQs. (5) where Na = 3/4 and NS = 1/4 into EQ. (34) gives 

ln (3-48+n) (1+4S+3n) 
(3-48-3n)(1+48-n) 

which is identical with the usual Bragg-Williams results in the absence 

of vacancies. 

Si~ilarly, upon introduction of Eqs. and ~ = 3/4, N" = 1/4, a !.J 



·\ . 

(38 ) 

a.nc 

. 3 
- On - 8 NJ. 
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B. Simple-J)isplacement Model 

The alloy is assumed to have the e~uilibriw~ degree of ord.er and 

then vacancies are formed by removing atoms A or B from a or 3 sites lD 

the bulk of the crystal and replacing such atoms on the surface. On this 

basis the. change in the energy of the crystal for the L12 lattice is 

12 
2" {DyAa 

r 
l 2" I r . l3 PAa 

+ (~C) 
j ... Ba 

l 
sABI 

I 

j 

Correspondingly the change in configurational entropy due to ral:d.o::: 

mixil:g of vacancies on appropriate sites is identical with that given by 

ECJ.. (20). Thus upon minimizing the free energy ve obtain 

(4la) 

(41b) 

(41c) 



6, .' . ] 
'-. -L U s+u' S .... rp .- j~ rv A 1:) • 1:)", "PB ......... ..v.. i1..J..) .ww..J...J 

.e ( ", ') I., .l..Cl 6 PBo 
_.[ '..L." ] iJ 
. 'n PA S ',-' p,,' SBB 

1 
1\.1_ a A.l:i .tia 

-e 

The v3.1ues of" P
Va 

and PVs can then be d.educed from >the above by utilizing 
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c. Vacancy-Energy Model 

For the L12 lattice the probability that an atom on a S 0.L 0 

Sl ve, lS 

coordinated with i B atoms and (z-i) A atoms is simply given by the general 

term of the binomial expansion 

z 
\ z! z-i i 

= L D CJ =1 
i=O (z-i)! i! ~ Aa ~ Ba 

(28) 

.,,;here the atoms on thea sites are randomly distributed and '..rhere z = 12. 

App:Lying the previously described methods of analysis for evalu8.ting the 

0_01-.
0 '0 f 0 .., ... ' othko 0 +' B 

equl~lurlw~ nw~ ers ovacanCles .Oi vne l , lnQ on vne sites gives 

z! z-i 
(z-i) 1 i! P Aa e (29a) 

On the other hand the probabilitytr~t an atom on an a site is. coordinated 

with l B atoms and (z - i) A atoms is given by the general ter;Yl of the 

binomial expansion 

= L z! (2 1 )Z-i (2 l)i 1 - D + - D ' - D +. -3 P
BB 

= ( z-i ) ! i ! 3 ~ Aa· 3 ~ AS 3 ~ Eo. -

Foy·~~·:ulating and minimizing the free energy' of forr::at~on of vacancies, 8.8 
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, .0 oe.l.ore, 

n. 
la. --= 
n 

a. 

gives 

. , 

(J' 

0j.O: 

}:fT 

'-
Significantly Eqs. (29a) and. (43) reduce to -t':le Dorn-I'-1i tche11 

relationahip when the alloy is diso~d.ered. The values of D :.. Va. and 

can be obtained by applying the sUl':",:nations of Eqs. (31). 

(43) 

For the L12 lattice the 'average energy, S, of a bond is given by 

( 44a) 

--Intl'oducing Eqs: (5), where Na.:: 3/4 andN
S 

:: 1/4, and the orde:ring 

energy, E:, we abta,in 

, -'-h 
Thus, the free energies of formation of the i"· kind of vacancies can "be 

represented by Eqs. (27a) and (27b) respectively for a. and S sites. 

, :~ 



\'Jhereas the total nwnber of vacant S sites is identical 'Vlith EQ.. (328,) 

where z is now equal to 12, that of vacant Ci. sites can be evaluated. from 

EQ. (43). Following the same reasoning given previously for the L2c lattice, 

n 
Ci. 

, (A)... (B) 
n, ,n. 

lCi. lCi. zt 

n 
Ci. 

= -,--~-
(z-i) ! i ! 

( . ) +' Z-l e:M le:AB 

2kT 2kT 
'1 
) 

Thus the probability of vacancies on Ci. sites is·si:nply given '8y 

e:At.. CAB 
z n. 2 ' 2kT (2 1 "\ 2k~i\ L lCi. 

{(- 1) +?o I + " = --= PACi. e FBCi.~BS) e J lIVa n 3 • Aa 3- AS) 
i=O a 

z 

and. the probability of vacancies on S sites is given by EQ.. (330). 

(46) 
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V. DISC0SS.ION 

The Smeared-Displacement Models fo~ the L20 and L12 la.ttices are 

bEcsed on the same general assumptions fis those made' by Y-i-i voclaz and 

Snirnov.
3 

In these mddels no detailed inspection is mad~ of vacancy 

env"iroDJ."TIents. Rather, va.£a~cies e.re aSSUJ.'!ed to exist in a ST:"~cared a":lE:~age 

enviroDInent dictated by the degree of order. Thus each vac8.r:cy on ar: 

a (or (3 ) site is assumed to have the s&'Ue avercLge enerGY of formation 

recardless of the numbers and kinds of atoms i-,i th vrhich it is cool~dinated. 

In tl1e S81:le sense, the configurational entropy is als·o some smeared value. 

A more rigorous and direct analytical approach was adopted here thEm 

that used by Krivoglaz.and Smirnov,introducing a 

of order in the\presence of.vacancies ancl greater 

less a,T,biguous 

clarity in the 

c1efir:ition 

ir-troc.uctiO:1 

of approximations. Nevertheless, despite differences in analytical 

approaches, the present ~e~ults agree with those previously given by 

Kri voglp"z and. Smirnov. The degree of order is essentially umwdified 

by the vacancy concentratiori~ In the disordered state PVa/PVB = 1, as it 

should be, but when the alloy is ordered PVa/PV(3 deviates from unity. 
/.'. 

The Simple-Displacement Model is, at least conceptually, some',That 

similar to that suggested by Girifalco
4 

who, however, li~ited his discussion 

·on1y to the.L20 lattice type. I~· ~, t~' d 
u assumes "Da "De egree .t:> '. OJ.. orner is 

est:",blished in the absence of vacancies· and the vacancies are tl1er. produced 

by displaCing atoms (either A or B) from site~ (either a or S) in the bulk. 

of the crystal to ones. on the surface. It is further assill~ed (a) that 

A :-::':"IC B atoms nor (b) the local arrllnge:-!'.ents of A and B atorl;'S nov 
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, coordinated with a vacancy change as a result of atom disulace~e~t to 

the surface. Ass~~ption (a) follows since the number of vaca~cies is 

very small relative to the ri~~ber of atorr.s present and vas further 

cor:c:t'irmed by, the analysis for the Smeared-Displaceme~t Model ~ The 

possible validity of assumption (b) vas discussed previously in P,3,rt P, .• 

I·e; is significant that the Sneared-Displacener:ct ~.codel is free fro~,; tbe 

taint of this assumption. Thus, the good agreement betveen pJ'edictior:cs 

based o~ the Smeared-Displacement Model and. the Simple-DisplaceI(,ent jl:odel 

uphold at least the nominal validity of asslli~ution (b). 

As a consequence of the greater detail that ',las introduced a moye 

accurate configurational entropy could be establishe'd for the Simple-

Displacement Model than that which "Tas used in the Smeared-Displacement 

Model. Furthermore, all vacancies on a (or S) sites vere not ascribed, 

as in the Sneared-Displacement Model, the same average energy b .... lt ,.;ere 

assigned values which depended on ,,-,hether the vacancy \,ras prodt:.ceo. by 

displacement of an A or a B atom. Thus the Simple-DisplacE:EleLt :'.';o'=~el =--s 

slightly more accurate and. provides somewhat greater 

the Sneared-Displacement Model. 

The Simple-Displacement Model also gives PVa/PVS = 1 for the disordered 

ca;~e . According to the analysis presented here, such eotuali ty of vacancy 

cor,u~ntration on the two sUblattices in the' ordered, L20 alloy OCC-L~rs only 

at the stoichiometric composition (8 = 0) for the cases vhere 

This deduction vhich is also valid for the Smeared-Displaceme~t ancl 

:\ioc1.::. "'ieG. Vo.cancy-Er.ergy r·1odels is i~ sharp contrast to that rracle b~,/ G:Ly:'f~'~lco 

.. 
"'.iho . . :·l~.:·~.ched the conclusio11 tho..t the concentration of vo.co.ncies on the t,· ... o 
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. -' present results :and, those "obtained by Girifalco ptems" from the r(;ore . 
", • • .• '. " ,( ~ . I" '. '," '", 

'. \' 

c<1reftil' and detailed accounting employed in the present case. The fact'· 
. . " . .,',' . 

th:: .. i the s;,eare~~DisPlacem~nt ~ ·Sirr,ple-D"ispl<~cement ana !l.bdifi0c:' "'Is.cancy-:- , 
: . . '. 

'in(: ;.'gv ~.10dels, each of' which . dii~fers substahtially relative to thE:, details, 
. .'" \. • . ~ ." '. , r , .... . 

, : tL1.t: can be;'extra.cted fro~tl1e~, give about. the same average va~ues for 

Pv 0; . and ·PV S' as. will be sh'Oiffi lat:r ,is excellent '~o~fir.!':la~ion that the 

. t.ilf.~lle~Displaceme:nt Model present~d here is .' reasonh.bly' reliable. 

• " :t., .• 

The Vacancy-Energy Model is the most detailed and physicallyacceptabl~' 

of all of tne four·models established here. It is based on the,previously' 

C:.iscusse'd assumption that neither the average occupancy of sites nor the 

lo~al configuration of atoms is significantly modified 'when vacancies are. 

introa.uced. The naive bond .. energy method of estimating th~'energy to 

rormavacancy is aban:doned in favor of the more reaiistic concept 'that. the 

.' enii;rgy of a vacancy depends primarily on its immediate environrr,ent. This· 

.. physic~lly attractive assumPt 10n on vacancy energi~s was coupled with an 

equally satisfactory estimate' of the .entropy . for mixing,the various types 

of' vacancies on la~tice sites. ·Consequently the formalism of the model 

. a~l?:r?ears to· be good. Furthermore, for the . disdrd~red 'alloy) the relationships 

rec.uceto those previOUsly, ,established by Dorn and Mitchell for randor.l 

binary alloys when based on a ID9re detailed analysis . 

Unfortunately it· is not easy to compare deductions. based 0!1, '.:,he Vacl.}-ncy-,· . - " 

l ;' 

This arises from the fact 
. -.:".. . 

" ' 

.. t f 

~" -
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other often very important factors intrude ,at least in part, thE: valt.:es o:i" 

the gia and giS are expected to respond in somewhat the sa';le "rays as those 

dedt.:ced from the bonO. energy method of estimating the energy to I):"~od.uc·:; 

a vacancy. 

The Ivlodified Vacancy-Energy Model is based on the sar:le assUIcptions 

as those used in the Vacancy~Energy Model. It differs fr6m the Vacancy-

Energy Model only insofar as the values of g. and g~'B are estimated in la _ 

terr:ls of the bond-energy approximation for the energy of formation of 

a vacancy. It can, therefore, be compared with the Smeared-Displacer:lent 

and. Simple-Displacement Models. Such comparisons are best made using 

specific examples. 

The trends for the L20 lattice will be based on S-brass. The bonO. 

energies 

= t: ZnZn = -7.9/N kcal o 

= -20.4/N kcal 
. 0 

,·,."','""~e \T is Avogadro t s il'lli"llOer, were estimated from the latent he2.ts of ... ~'-~ " 0 

sublimation of the pure metals. The value of 

"T8,:~ o"otained fro:ll the knoiVD oyderi::g 

8.l~.'Jy (5 = 0) by means of Ee... (:6). ':L'lle calculc.ted Y8.1ues 0:' b PVa 
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arid£ .. n PVS for the several models are given as aDunc~ionb~~ 1m ~n ... J. V ..... '--co ...... .1. ..... 

FiGs. 2, 3 and 4. All models. predict about the same general trends. 

Aboye the ordering temperature the sublattices are indistinguishabl~. 

Thel'efore, theconcentration~ of vacancies' on CI. and e sites are the same . 

Bel01,T the critical temperature, ho .... reve·r, a dic:10tomy occurs ",i th ;;:ore 

vacancies on B sites and less ori CI. sites. This disparity of the concentrations 

I 

of vacancies on the two sublattices is·enhanced by an increase in the 

degree of order. Furthermore,' the extent of' disparity seems -t.o oecoI::.e 

less lihen 'more detailed accounting of atomic arranGements about ve.cancies 

lS taken into consideration. 

Also show'11 in Figs. 2 and 3 are the effects of deviations fro~l 

stoichiometry. It is seen'that small deviations from the stoichiometric 

COl1l1)osi tion have a minor effect· but do not significantly change 
, , 
"Ltne 

general trends. 

Al though the Modified Vacancy-Energy Model, as sho ... rn i!l Fig; i~ 

gives about the same trends for the vacancy concentrations, the detailed 

-accounting procedure int.roduced into this model permits the extraction 

of more information regarding the types and distributions of vacancies 

present than is p.ossible in either the Smeared-Displacement or Sirnple-

Displacene!lt l'tIodels. Figure 5 gives the distributions of the ratio ol' the 

. . b f . -'" -'-h • th '-,- -'- .... b....'CO ..... eCluillbrium nUln er 0 . vacanCles oJ..' v_.e l vype ,,0 ".av OJ.. t..ne same alloy 

"vih::::n it is in the disordered state as a function of T . IT :1:or the stoichioco 

met:(ic composition. The distribution of the various vacancy concentrations 

at·· i.."":.- given ter::peratuye is spo,\·m ir.:. Fig. 6. It is seen tr-lat the ~T..ost 

pop~lous type of vacancies changes as the te~perature or degree o~ order 
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varies. Furthermore, it is also strongly affected by the va11..:es of "';)on(1 

energies adopted in the calculation as shm-m.i!l Fig., {or the co,se, 

The comparisons of the results for the. I.llZ lattice villbe 'o8-:::e(l 

" " 

on the CU3Au alloy. As mentioned previously; at the criticaJ, ter,:;:;er&:t1.;.r0 

tl1e alloys with L12 type of lattice undergo a first orderphe.se trat1sformatior1 

in lieu of second order phase transition for the L20 lattice. The ~e~e~de~ce 

b:i:~ the configurational part of the free' energy on the degree of 10!1g-range 

order 2'01' these two lattibes5 is shovrn in Fig. 8. It should be!1oticed 

that the behavior of the free'ene:-:-gy fo:-:-A;3B alloys is characteristically 

d.i2'ferent from that for AB alloys. At high temperat-ures in both cases 
, ' , 

the curves F (n) have a singie minimu...!l. at n = 0 indicating the s"::,a'!)le 

. . . 

state being that of complete disorder. As,the ter.merature is 
.... f 

. , neCl'"'easeo.. 

-'belm·, sanetemperature T ' iritheL20 alloys (Fig. 8a) the minimwr, of the 
co, 

curve F(n) is shifted continuously to larger values of n, and the point 

n = 0 becomes a maximum point of F and corresponds to the unstaole state 

of order. Such a pattern which corresponds to a cOntinuol:s increase 01 

n fror:l zero id th a decrease of temperature is the characteristics of' a 

second order phase transition. Therefore a second order phase transformation 

is featured, by a continuous change in entropy, no heat of transition allQ a 

finite ju...~p in the specific heat at the transition point. On the other 

hand, In alloys with L12 lattice (Fie;. 8'0), as the tem?e:-:-ature lS lc',.rered. 

a Trl2. mmw'Tl appears at a nonzero value ofn and the ,point n = 0 as 'uefore 
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.. 4. second T?llnlTIllli"'Yl appears at once at an n "'ittl1icD differs fY"om zero 0:/ [;, 

finite magnitude;. This behavior descriJes a first o:rodey 
.. . ., . 

pnasc ~ranS~~lC~. 

This :phase transformation of the first order can be realized only ,:rh",::: 

the t~·tO free energy rninima are at tl:e S&;le level. Therefore, tr!e cteg~ee 

0:' long-:::oange order at the transition, n ,and the :::oelationship betvreen 
co 

the critical temperature, T ., and 
co 

ordering energy, E, 

b~/ solving simultaneously Eq. (37) and 

FCC) = F (n ) 
co· 

A L\lDerical solution of the aoave si:y,u1taneous equations gi-J'2s 

= 0.46 and k Cil 
- ~co = -1.64 s 

oe fou:'1C 

/. r,) 
\!+u 

Tnt2se ['~re identical "with the results given by Kri1.Toglaz and. S:ni::"':J.D~l. 

For the convenience of com:parisons among the described r::oc.e1s.the 

-oond energies 

E:AA. = .sCuCu 
13.60 

kcal 
:{ 
-0 

15.10 kca1 
N 

o 

~.rrlcre l'7 is P ... vogadro f,S number, '-Jere estirn.ated from the heats o~ sublim8:tio~-1 
o 

of pure metals. By :means of Eq. (48) and the knmm critical te;~lpera:'vu:::e 

c !~I3 
() 



,~ .. , '., , 

" .,. ., .... ,'i' 

. ;.~ .... ' . 
. ' 

• .'. > .;..;' , 

,.: .. 

as~umed. , The' ~aic~l~t~d values' of /-:n PYa. and '9.!l '!)V0 C.::'0 
,~ :. '. I 

was also 

, ~,:1 ?is. 9. Above the ordering ~emperaiuFe ~ aGain the two SUC.J.b.tt :~c'e3i:'::;;: 
.! ~. " ' 

. ~ 

i::3.is-;;'i:1gu:l.shable) therefore theprobac.ili ties 0;: a., ,~,r:d' f3 ·~it.2':, "\~:'e th(:; 

;:;Xl!(: ~"" Below the critical t~n::gerature ,.:he. far:liliar " .; c hot Gr,'! ", ,', r:. "r ',' ·r Y, -;-_.. •.••. ... .. , .... -'7 ... ,. ,~. ~.- ... 

,St.c.:l) cha.::lge occurs in the. proba"cilities. This is the charact",ristics, ' 

0'1' 'the first. 'crd~rphase transforlr;ation~' 

:~"i.sure 10 shows the effect of ordering bn the distrl~outiqn ':yf' the 

·var:"Cus vacancy conceptrations on a. and 13 sites. Also plotted ,in -chis',' 

degr~e of long-range ord0r as a function O f' rn jri! 
~ , .l. ., • 

, C(j _ 

'" ,·Sl'OC",;lOf:' Cl'b of this curve gives the' valu·~s of n ;hich [~.q~~sp~nd_~<:> .. t~EI:-a' 

" 

i' 

. ' 

l:;s.x-imur:. of F (F:ig. S"D) and can not be realized. The values [~~o~i':~th~~ 

rran~g:J0C correspond to the metastable 
I ___ ._~- ' , 

1----· .. ·-·.··-----;--;-1 
statc~; and the sectiOl', L~d corl'espond~l 

\t;-th;'·le'lU~libriu:n values of tne ~egree of long-rar:..;e order, n) "7:.:(;h a::-\.c 
1-_ ,_ c_ ., __ '"'., ' 

ThelJopulation d.istributions of 'GL,; 'rariou::. 

Al~hbugh the general,~rerids given-in the figures based on the 

SlY:::i,::.:tec:.-Displacement) Simp],e-Displacemen't and Modified Vacanc:'y-En-2rgy 

Jvioc;,els !t':ightbe expected, the' detailed results' based on' these' TXi,i'cls' 

" 

~-'l'O roc.: to be taken too literally. Obviously the methods of eS'G:l.r:.a-:J.ng, 

':~~:::s.ncy formation' e!lergies' from a bond energy model is extrell;~ly crucie', 

and in(:;xact. Furthermore) ,on this basis the energy to prod'..!ce a vaca;:c;{,' 

coordinated with,' (~ -i) ,A, atoms and i Bato::!1s differs depending on' ~"hetl:er 

'. vac01,ncy-eroergy conce:;,Jt suggests that the ene'!'f.:::Y) c,-;) to' P::"OC.UCe a vr:..?[ .. r.c~r 

'. ;, 

',. 
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shadd. ci.epGnd pr;tncipally 'on environment.: . I "-, ... is 

no satisfactory theoretical method of esti~atiri~ th~ values oftt~ 
. . .. 

ii-i :10~" availa,ble and t~n~:reI~ore' the' nO::linal" 'c9~ri::ct.~~e~s of:" t::~ \T~:.c::;.:ic:r
. I~ 

En..:rsy Mociel is dependent on future ex::cx~ri::lentalverificatio:'! . 
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